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Friday’s flash news (Unedited)

Dear Members,

As expected Mr. Draghi cut rate and bank deposit rate went into negative. Now you have pay to keep
money in bank. After announcement market went up sharply and came down but then against started
moving higher in few hours and USA market closed at historic high. Our target of S&P reaching 1932
got achieved, and now next target 1955 which will get achieve or prices will go nearby.

Metals prices gained on Thursday as predicted and other commodities like gains and soft lost value as
predicted. Energy prices recovered from lower ends and currencies traded both side but in second
half of USA trading USD lost value.

Our recommended stocks performed very well, we strongly recommend following weekly newsletter
for overall trading strategy and short term trading by following daily ranges.

We are not recommending any shorts in market but surely profit booking strategy won’t harm you.
Jesse, always use to say that booking profit won’t make you broke.

Emerging market will trade sideways on Thursday but developed countries market will remain in
positive trend. At this stage S&P and NASDAQ ready to achieve our target.

This is what we mentioned on Tuesday: The Astro cycles are showing the most powerful signs and that
is giving clear signs that S&P and NASDAQ will be moving upwards sharply. Our call of the market
turning around from 20 May and so far in the last ten days the market performed well. It looks like S&P
is ready to move towards 1955 and Nasdaq 4000. Russell will also move higher. The European market
also traded mixed but surely the markets will make a high during this week.

Commodities traded weaker during last week. Traders are watching gold very closely because it is
around the most important level of $1232, and once it breaks $1232 we may see $1182 within a few
days. Oil traded mixed and other energy product also traded mixed. Grains and soft commodities also
traded mixed.

On Monday all major markets and commodities will trade mixed, read each section below carefully.

In short, time is running out for most analysts who have been predicting a fall or crash.
Investors will miss the opportunity of buying; in fact, they will go in the red if they short
stocks and indexes, so we warn these analysts to advice investors carefully.

Here are the trading ranges and strategies for Friday:

METALS
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On Thursday metals traded positive as predicted and maximum higher side for gold could be
$1263 to $1271, these are great prices to take selling opportunity.

ON Friday we see positive trend in gold, silver and other metals in Asian and Europe. Also
during opening of USA market metals could take positive but any should be taken selling
opportunity, as after 9.50 AM of NY time positive time for metal will end which we predicted
in this week newsletter and daily Flashnews.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: So far this week precious metals have been trading
sideways without moving up, Thursday metals should trade positive but we are not happy
the way precious and base metals are trading. Metals are in short term positive cycle for few
days and that is reason gold and silver are holding value around $1240. Trading in and out
recommended and avoid any positioning buying at this stage. Base metals will also remain in
mix directions on Thursday.

This is what we motioned Monday: Metal stocks will trade mixed on Monday, it looks like that
HUI index like to hold 200 so book some profit in (bearish etf) DUST but we are not
recommending buying in metal stocks. One can hold buying positions in GLL (bearish gold etf).

This is what we mentioned last week Friday: It looks clear that gold will have difficult time to
move above $1270 in coming days and down side small astro support is at $1236 and then
$1181. Don’t buy gold to gain $10 as better buying opportunity will come in coming time so
at this stage just avoid. Day traders can take trading in and out opportunity as mentioned in
daily trading arranges.

Watch this: Sharp fall in gold prices can take place from or after 21 May to 11 June.

Here is Friday’s range: (July 2014 contract):

GOLD: $1260.90 to $1248.20

SILVER: $19.29 TO $18.93

COPPER: $312.90 TO $308.00

PALLADIUM: $844.90 TO $835.00

PLATINUM: $1455.90 TO $1433.10

INDEXES

On Thursday US markets made another all-time new high, DAX also touched 10000 mark as
predicted. Russell and Nasdaq performed very strong.
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At this Nikkei getting ready to move higher but it will be interesting to if its close higher above
15700 or not.

On Friday we recommend profit booking in many Asian, emerging and European markets
on any sharp rise but we are not recommending any shorts as still medium and longer term
trend in very positive.

After Job report we see market moving both side but surely positive trend can continue so
weakness should be taken as buying opportunity and any sharp move should be taken as
50% profit booking opportunity in USA market and still you can hold 50% buying positions
as many leading stocks will keep moving higher during next week which means market may
move toward new high once again during next week.

Next week June future and options contract will expire so volatility bound to happened.
Markets have provided us great return in the last three weeks and we all must thank to
astro cycle theory.

We are started reading about next week astro chart and surely next week weekly
newsletter will be interesting week. If you are not weekly newsletter subscriber then you
should because it will give you overall inside of future coming time.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: Any rise in European market should be taken as profit
booking opportunity on Thursday and Friday. USA market trader should hold positions in
selective recommended stocks and also one can hold positions in US Indexes.

This is what we mentioned Wednesday: Day traders should keep strategy of trading in and
out as mentioned below range. Buy end of the days one should finish buying and carry
forward trade for Thursday in USA market. Asian and European market should trade in and
out on Wednesday and buy position on Thursday.

Don’t short market at any level at this stage, we are aware that later in this week EU central
bank meeting and JOB report can bring huge volatility but market will make new higher as
market as per our astro indicators so buy on any weakness.

Keep adding banking, biotech and tech stocks. Keep adding positions in Indexes around
lower side on Wednesday. Avoid emerging markets.

This is what we mentioned Thursday and keeping same predictions for Monday: We strongly
recommend keep adding positions on lower side, keep accumulating banking and financial
stocks because era of banking stocks is starting soon.

Must remember, this is what we mentioned on last week Thursday: Transport, Tech and
Biotech stocks sharply moved higher, we strongly recommend holding position in our
recommended stocks. Apple have done miracle for my of our stock report members. Among
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big name, Apple remained one of the best performing stocks in the last one years after we
predicted that Apple won’t trade below $383. Apple moved sharply higher from that level
of $383 to $625 in the last one year. Look at this chart. Next level for Apple is $635 to $655.

This is what we mentioned on last week Tuesday: USA market will make another new high.
1918 levels should be watched closely, and we recommend partly booking profit around 1932
and 1955. On the higher side S&P will top out for short period around 1953. NASDAQ will trade
aggressively so watch tech stocks closely as it is ready to move towards 3900.

This is what we mentioned two weeks back on Thursday: It looks like NASDAQ and S&P
Indexes are ready to create history. Ignore most of the expert because they don’t have any
interest in you; they do what suits them and they dump when you are a buyer.

This is what we mentioned two weeks ago on Monday: The 1868 level is testing the patience
of short sellers and buyers. We are really surprised how important this level has become in
the market because I know billions of dollar follow our advice and many big guys are
watching this level closely. Anyway, the worst period of 2014 for stocks is about to end soon,
so hold buying positions tightly as short sellers will run for their lives if they don’t get out
from shorts at this stage by the 20th of May 2014.

Here are Fridays’ ranges: (June contracts)

AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 5450 to 5415

NIKKEI (June) – 15269 TO 15091

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 7530 to 7455

SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3309 TO 3279

HONG KONG (cash) – 23369 to 23183

CAC – 4580 TO 4532

DAX – 10029 TO 9921

DEX EURO STOXX – 3300 - 3259

FTSE – 6850 TO 6800

FTSE/JSE – 45123 to 44855

S&P – 1943.30 TO 1932.75

NASDAQ – 3791.50 TO 3759.25
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RUSSELL – 1157.80 TO 1144.00

DOW – 16860 TO 16780

TREASURY BOND

On Friday Thirty year bond prices will fall sharply after achieving top in morning hours so don’t
miss opportunity of selling.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: Higher side levels have achieved in bond so hold you
call options positions tightly. Hold Put options of September and December. Short term
traders should trade in and out as per the predicted ranges mentioned here below.

The thirty year bonds traded mixed. 128 is a very strong astro support point which we
predicted six months ago when we recommended selling at 150. In 2006 we predicted rise
of Thirty year bond from 107 to 150 which got achieved in the 2012, and then we predicted
prices to fall from 150 to 128, which also got achieved within the 10 months. Two months
back we were expecting bond prices to rise back to 137, and they went bit higher during the
last week but overall astro indicators are guiding us well. Now see in coming time Bond
prices will go below last year low and may stabilized around 118 so this clearly indicating
selling will bring us profit in medium and longer term basis.

Friday trading range (June contract):

TREASURY BOND – 136-23 TO 135-19

SOFT COMMODITIES

Soft commodity traded mix on Thursday and mix kind of trend will continue on Friday. We
will decide on big trade in coffee and sugar on next week Tuesday. Right now trading in and
out will remain best startegy, avoid any aggressive trading on any side at this stage.

This is what we mentioend yesterday: Watch soft commodities after 20 June because we see
a positive momentum starting. A better buying opportunity will come soon.

This is what we mentioned Friday: Coffee held $172 and sugar $17.00 levels, you should watch
for a few more days before you make any important trading decisions. Stay away from any
buying in softs, we are not changing predictions for softs of what we mentioend yesterday:
Buy coffee call options if they drop below $172. $159 will be the safest buying level for coffee.
Tuesday will remain a mixed to weaker day for softs.

Last month we mentioned two months back: Coffee prices were not able to close above $212,
which is a negative sign. The next support points are $183 and $172. The sugar trend looks
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more interesting at this stage, so watch sugar prices closely. At this stage, buy December calls
of $245 in coffee and buy puts of $175 in July.

Friday trading range: (July 2014 Contract)

COFFEE: $170.90 TO $167.20

COTTON: $86.25 TO $84.75

SUGAR: $17.00 TO $16.64

COCOA: 3115 TO 3071

GRAINS

On Thursday grains fell sharply as predicted and weakness will continue on Friday as well so
hold sell positions in grains. This is what we mentioned yesterday: From mid Thursday grains
prices will fall sharply. If you are holding selling soy and meal then must buy small positions in
corn and wheat as a hedging trade.

Buy put in soy may provide good returns in coming time. Two weeks ago we recommended
selling Soy around $1515, and today we see it moving higher and it may touch this price so
don’t miss the opportunity of selling in soy and meal.

This is what we mentioned three weeks ago: We strongly recommend trading with put options
in soy and call options in corn. We see corn prices moving toward $600 in the next two months.
Any rise in soy and meal should be taken as a selling opportunity. As mentioned, we don’t see
soy prices going higher than 1515 and wheat $720, so sell around these prices. Meal will follow
soy. Holding put options in soy can bring a windfall in the next three months.

Trading in and out in grains remains the best strategy in the last 18 months.

Friday’s trading range (July 2014 contracts):

CORN: $453.50 TO $444.00

WHEAT: $610.00 TO $600.00

SOY: $1473.00 TO $1448.00

SOY MEAL: $494.30 TO $486.10

SOY OIL: $39.11 TO $38.41
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ENERGY

Oil prices traded mix with all other energy product. At this stage it is becoming clearer that oil
prices will struggle to move higher above $104.55 so trading in and out as mentioned ranges
should be right strategy. Don’t build any side positioning trade in energy. Natural gas is trading
positive as predicted, hold positions in it.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On Thursday some recovery will come in oil and Gas,
watch our trading ranges closely as since last 18 months daily predicted ranges have been
providing great returns so trade in and out. Natural gas will remain in positive directions until
it remains above $4.57. Don’t short natural gas.

Though overall planetary position  in not very negative for the next two weeks so oil prices will
trade in the range of $104.55 to 99.10.

This is what we mentioned Wednesday: Natural gas will move higher on Monday, and positive
trend will continue, once natural gas close above $4.62 will take gas prices toward $5.30.

This is what we mentioned last week Friday: Oil is not able to close above $104.55 which is
not positive news for oil, and if it’s close below $102.55 then we may see once again $99.00
levels. Trading in and out as mentioned below ranges will remain best strategy in energy
until oil doesn’t break $104.55, and natural gas $4.62. Trade as mentioned below ranges.

Friday’s trading range (All July 2014 contracts):

OIL: $103.25 to $101.75

NATURAL GAS: $4.77 to $4.62

HEATING OIL: $2.9010 TO $2.8710

RB GAS: $2.9820 TO $2.9405

CURRENCIES

After ECB meeting dollar rallied sharply and cross 81.00 level but close down sharply lower
after achieving top. Euro, Pound, and all other leading currencies also gained sharply after
ECB decision. After employment report we see more weakness in USD but then USD will
rebound sharply so don’t miss buying opportunity on any weakness. Avoid emerging market
currency trade as this stage as these currencies will keep trading negative so some more time.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On Thursday we see both sides trade in in USD but don’t
miss buying opportunity in USD on any weakness. Emerging market currencies will trade
weaker so avoid any buying at this stage for the next two days.
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Euro will remain volatile due to EU central bank rate decision, we are not much concern at all
because our strategy is very simple of buying USD on any weakness without fear as Friday will
be very positive day for USD.

This is what we mentioned Monday: Watch our predicted ranges closely here mentioned
below. Don’t take any aggressive trade in any currencies until 20 June but after that one should
keep adding USD every single as power wave will start in USD and Euro will keep moving down
without any major reason.

Emerging market currencies will remain weaker on Monday so avoid any new positions in
these currencies. We are sure most of you must have closed positions in emerging market
currencies during last week on Monday. Wait for our buying single which may come around
17 June.

The most powerful rising cycle in USD will start from June 20.

This is what we mentioned on three weeks back on Friday: Last month, we mentioned that
USD has to close above 81.55 to move in one-side directions. At this stage, we see USD
trading in ranges of 79.79 to 80.87. The maximum higher for Euro and Franc is 100 up and
the down side of 1500 in the next nine months.

We still recommend buying puts in euro and franc for September and December without
focusing too much on day to day trading.

This is what we have been mentioning since many months: Keep adding USD on any
weaknesses on Tuesday or around 79.50. Sell Euro around 1.3988, and Swiss Franc around
1.1470. Emerging market currencies will trade a bit weaker or sideways from Tuesday. We
strongly recommend taking some buying positions in USD around 79.50.

Friday’s trading range: (June contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 80.55 to 80.23

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.9370 to 0.9300

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.9169 to 0.9128

BRITISH POUND – 1.6870 to 1.6780

EURO – 1.3714 to 1.3601

JAPANESE YEN – 0.9790 to 0.9740

SWISS FRANC – 1.1278 to 1.1177

RUPPEE – 59.42 to 59.10 (Spot)
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RAND – 10.71 to 10.59 (Spot)

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma,

5th of June 2014, Thursday 5.00 PM, Santa Barbara

Make the wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


